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While keeping senior pets healthy means incorporating all aspects of excellent pet health care, appropriate nutrition should be part of every senior pet visit—and food can be an emotional subject for people who love their pets!

Keep an eye out for ‘brief bites’ from Vicky Ograin, MBA, RVT, VTS (Nutrition) throughout this toolkit to remind us that nutrition conversations can help build trust and nurture the bond between clients, pets, and the veterinary team.
2023 Senior Care Guidelines for Dogs and Cats

Senior dogs and cats represent 44% of the pet population, and they deserve the best care we can offer in their senior years.

Let family members know that aging is not a disease, and there's a lot they can do to make their senior pets' golden years enjoyable AND rewarding.
- Because of variations in breed, size, lifespan, and species, senior plans cannot be one-size-fits-all.
- Healthy and unhealthy senior pets require different approaches to management.

Recognize that senior care is multifaceted and includes:
- Medical and interventional therapies
- Behavioral management
- Awareness of comorbidities
- Environmental modification

Plan ahead for senior pet appointments:
- Schedule extra time
- Discuss expectations and progression with clients
- Offer handouts/resources to support and educate clients

Create physical spaces that are senior-friendly, including:
- Designated rooms for seniors that are calm and noise-free
- Use of ramps, rugs, and floors with good traction
- Plenty of padding and soft bedding; for seniors in extra room, treatment areas, and kennels
- Create and use previsit questionnaires, videos, and pictures to make progress/progression in senior patients

www.aaha.org/senior-care
Roll Out the Red Carpet for your practice’s senior patients!

As the “front of the house,” you can make senior pets and their families feel instantly at home—and show them they matter just as much as puppies and kittens. Try these tips for a senior-friendly experience:

Make sure to update photos in their patient profiles.

Aging is a privilege – let your patients show off by offering to snap a pic in the waiting room or exam room while they wait to check out.

Repurpose those photos for social media.

Sweet senior pet photos are pretty hard to scroll past. Plus, by highlighting seniors on your social, other families with seniors will know you’re a safe bet (and maybe remember it’s time to make an appointment).

Chivalry isn’t dead.

When you know a geriatric pet is on the schedule, get props ready. Smaller gestures can make an enormous difference in an older pet’s visit, like inexpensive yoga mats in the waiting room, orthopedic beds in the exam room, ramps for getting over curbs and in and out of cars, and, for the most limited mobility patients, rooms closest to the door to avoid having to walk too far.
Food is emotional – that’s the difference. Nobody’s putting flea control on themselves, but they are eating, and it can be a very emotional subject.

—VICKY OGRAIN, MBA, RVT, VTS (NUTRITION)

Take good notes.

You’re in a position of power in the waiting area or at the front window, because you see patients when they’re moving more naturally and when they’re with the people they trust. Watch how they walk around the parking lot, squat on the grass, get in and out of vehicles. If they’re small and in carriers, listen for vocalizing that signals stress, make sure they’ve got soft liners for creaky joints, and gently hint at anti-anxiety measures such as supplements, pheromones, medication, and training that may make visits less stressful. If they ask: yes, you can teach old dogs (and cats) new tricks!

Are seniors your superpower?

Don’t let the appointment experience end when they leave. Older pets and their families can leave both sick and well visits with a long list of instructions, a bag of medications, or some hard choices to make. By calling, emailing, or even texting to check in within a day or two, you can make them feel less alone, empathize and reassure them if they’re feeling overwhelmed, and answer or pass on questions they might be hesitant to ask.

Emotions matter.

Talk with your team about other ways you can work together to ease the emotional burden of having a senior pet. Most of us have lost a loyal friend we thought we couldn’t live without, and it’s all too easy to put ourselves back there again when we see how hard even talking about joint supplements or a senior diet can be for clients with pets they are terrified to lose.
Most veterinary teams automatically perform the first four vital assessments in every physical exam (temperature, pulse, respiration, and pain), but what about the fifth? A nutritional assessment is another vital assessment that must be completed to provide the highest quality care to your patients.

Scan QR code to download our booklet, *Nutrition is Vital—Making the FIFTH Vital Assessment Easier: Techniques and Tools for the Whole Clinic Team*, supported by an educational grant from Hill’s Nutrition.

“—VICKY OGRAIN, MBA, RVT, VTS (NUTRITION)”
Nutrition FAQ

Senior pet appointments are often packed with questions, concerns, and important information—but appropriate nutrition is critical for senior pets. It’s worth taking a little time to talk to clients about feeding their geriatric companions for longevity, joint health, and even disease management.

Consistency is important. If pet owners hear different messages from different team members, they’ll be confused and possibly lose trust in the team’s recommendations. This is especially important when it comes to nutrition, which can be an emotionally charged subject for both clients and veterinary professionals.

Vicky Ograin, MBA, RVT, VTS (Nutrition), has spent a lot of her career talking about nutrition, and senior pet appointments are some of her favorites—so she was a natural choice to answer some FAQ about what really matters when it comes to these essential conversations.

Q: Nutrition seems like a really great place to empower technicians.
A: It’s so appropriate for technicians to have these conversations. When I was working in clinics and I knew that my recommendations helped people, it fueled my heart and kept my passion for this profession. I’ve been in it a very, very long time, and I have not lost that passion. Especially with senior pets, it’s an amazing journey to go on with them and see them as they mature, and then make sure they’ve got the best care and nutrition as they navigate their senior years. Hopefully there is a person in the practice who has that passion and wants to have those conversations and support the veterinarian and their schedule.

Q: Why does it seem so difficult to talk to pet owners about nutrition in a way they trust and understand?
A: First off, the pet parents who are coming in desperately love their pets. Particularly with senior pets, they’ve spent so many years with them, they just want to do what’s best for them. Unfortunately, there are mostly well-meaning people on the internet who are basically other pet parents trying to give advice, and that’s what we’re up against. So what I’ll typically do is I’ll ask them what they’re feeding and then I ask them why, without any judgment, which can be hard sometimes! But I know they’re desperately just trying to do what’s right for their pet. When you know that, I think it helps. And then when I understood why they were feeding it, it really helped because sometimes it was that the neighbor recommended it, or it’s something they’ve been feeding their entire lives. You have to get on their level and explain the benefits of the food. This takes a bit of time, but really not that much, and it’s valuable to them.

Q: Do senior pets need a senior diet?
A: It depends. I look at diets made by companies that truly research senior pets and understand the nuances of senior nutrition, particularly when we look at protein and minerals, knowing those need to be more controlled for seniors. I think it’s important to put them on a senior food, particularly when they get into that geriatric phase.

Q: What about senior pets who are happy on their current diet but develop a condition we might normally recommend a therapeutic diet for? If owners are nervous about switching, how can we have that conversation?
A: I understand that—it’s not just the pet, you’re also dealing with the pet parent. And they’re maybe worried because the cat is a picky eater, the dog likes a particular food, maybe they have other dogs or cats in the house, it’s going to be inconvenient… there are lots of things to consider. The one thing I always think about is, what if the kidneys are in that gray area and they are eating an adult or “all life stages” food that has high mineral content? How long are those kidneys going to keep functioning?
Q: A lot of pet owners seem to think their senior pet needs more protein. Is this true?
A: The reality is that the body only needs so much protein – once it has used up the amount of protein it needs, the rest of it just gets expelled. So you’re putting a workload on the liver and kidneys – why are we making those kidneys work harder? So really what you want for a senior dog or cat is a more high-quality bioavailable protein, meaning all the amino acids they need are in a smaller amount. When there’s extra, you just have brown grass. For senior dogs, we look at about 23% on a dry matter basis, and for cats, up to about 45%. Unfortunately, if you look at the bag, the guaranteed analysis is on what’s called an “as fed” basis, meaning the water is included. So for example, if you have a canned food that has 10% protein as fed, that’s with the water added—when you take the water out, it becomes more like 50%.

Q: Can you give us a general guideline for how much phosphorus should be in a senior food?
A: According to Small Animal Clinical Nutrition, 5th edition, 0.7%, so a very small amount, is what we want for senior dogs and cats. When you get into kidney disease, you’re looking at more like 0.5%. 0.8% is what’s recommended for adults. And I’ve seen a cat food that was over 2% phosphorus, because there’s no maximum for cats. And foods don’t have to share the mineral content. And the protein on the label was very low, because it’s a canned food, so it worries me that a pet parent is going to look at that and think that food is OK to feed, when in actuality the phosphorus is way too high for a senior cat, particularly with diagnosed kidney disease.

Q: How can pet owners be empowered to make their own choices and also make sure they understand our recommendations? How can they find out how much of a nutrient is actually in a food?
A: I would absolutely recommend calling the company. The WSAVA Global Nutrition Committee created a pet owner guideline for selecting a pet food, including eight questions to ask about the brand and the food label, including who formulates the food, whether they employ a PhD or Board Certified Veterinary Nutritionist, whether they are doing feeding trials. When I had pet parents call the
food companies, they came back even if they got answers. We talked about what they learned, and the next thing out of their mouth was often, “What do you recommend then?” And they went home with it.

Q: Can diets really help pets with cancer or cognitive dysfunction?

A: Yes, therapeutic foods are really there to support them as they go through treatment. So we still want to make sure we’re doing multimodal treatment. There are so many diets out there that can help with different conditions. I completely believe in the benefits of therapeutic nutrition.

Q: What about those pets with multiple conditions, like a senior Labrador who’s overweight and has arthritis and skin disease and now cancer – how do you discuss diet with owners when there are so many things to keep track of?

A: Those are really challenging. Those are ones where you really become part of the treatment plan, in a way, in that you’re their support. The veterinarian is going to have to decide what is most crucial to treat. All the pet food companies that have therapeutic nutrition have call centers with nutritionists who can help you decide. Really this is where the team can rally around the owner and help them. I truly believe one of the most important things you can do, with all owners but particularly with those owners, is follow up. Be their cheerleader.

Q: How can a vet team member who is passionate about nutrition immediately start to improve how their practice addresses nutrition in senior pets?

A: Have a conversation with everybody. Let them know this is a passion of yours, and you think this will bring value to the clinic and the patients. You need buy-in; the pet parent needs to hear it from everybody. So everybody needs to be on the same page. The more times a client hears, “Oh, this is a great food,” they’re more inclined to accept it. If a veterinarian makes a recommendation, and the CSR says, “Oh, this is very expensive,” it’s going to make it more difficult. Then get up your confidence by starting some recommendations maybe with puppies and kittens and working up to senior pets and therapeutic foods.
Taking the time to listen to owners is such a practice builder—and it’s the pets that benefit as well as the owners.

—VICKY OGRAIN, MBA, RVT, VTS (NUTRITION)
Empower Your Clients With This Home Monitoring Guide

Caring for a senior pet is a team effort, and family members are integral to the team. With this Home Monitoring Tips guide for owners, you can empower your clients to take an active role in the health of their senior pets, by giving them the tools to regularly monitor their beloved companions and call you when things don’t look right.

Scan QR code or visit aaha.org/yourseniorpet to download this pet owner booklet.
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